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Letter

from

the

Editor



Recently, I found myself spewing

out PC Vanuatu tips and facts to the

new kids on Santo. Oh god, I thought,

I’ve become that volunteer. The one

that has been here too long, that thinks

they know everything. The volunteer I

swore I’d never become.

It’s hard though, at this point in

our service, not to be that kind of volunteer. We actually finally feel sure of

our stomping grounds, we’re no longer

strangers in a new land. Instead we’re

functioning members of the Vanuatu

society. Not only are we unashamed

of that fact, but we’re excited about it.

So we might go on too long, about too

many things, to our politely nodding

until we shut up G26 Vols.

Meanwhile, G26 volunteers just

reconvened in Vila after their first couple of months at site, probably looking

like they’ve been dragged through the

mud a bit, with fresh stories of cultural

misunderstandings, failures, and successes. There’s probably a new confidence in their walk and a recently

acquired surety in their ability to conquer the next two years.

In this moment, all of us- G24, G25,

and G26, are smooth sailing. In our

own ways, we’re in comfortable spaces

and times in our service. G26 is care-
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fully laying out the ground in which it

will later build on, while G24 and G25

prepare to make finishing touches on

their own projects.

It’s important, in these impending couple of months, that we don’t

get complacent. Because with complacency comes acceptance of the way

things are and in some ways, it is our

job not to accept those things. So let’s

continue questioning the world around

us by reading Maureen’s thoughts on

women drinking kava, evaluate our

failures with Alison and Laura, and

explore the #yesallwomen movement

with Sam.

Or, if you’re looking for a break

from cultural analysis, try building up

arm strength with Rich or check out

some good reads with Kate and Bryan.

And definitely reboot that playlist – the

one you’ve listened to about half a billion times- with new songs from your

fellow volunteers in a list compiled by

Michelle.

This issue of the Van Am is generously packed with the creative energy

of G24, G25, and G26. So dive into its

pages and refresh your thoughts, routines, and hobbies with all the people

who are on this long, crazy ride with

you.
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World News

1) #bringbackourgirls



2) Iraq



3) School Shootings



On the night of April 14th, an

Islamic Jihadist and terrorist organization called Boko Haram, captured 276

female students at the Government

Secondary School in Chibok, Borno

State, Nigeria. 53 of the girls have

escaped since. A twitter frenzy of people tweeting with the hashtag “bring

back our girls” reached a global stage,

with supporting tweets from Michelle

Obama, Amnesty International, and so

many others. It captured the world’s

attention and inspired discussion

and controversy. The terrorist group

Boko Haram accuses the Nigerian

Government of interfering with traditional Islamic education and therefore

targets schools in their attacks. Since

2010 they have killed hundreds of students and have captured girls, who

they believe should not be allowed

an education, to be used as cooks and

sex slaves. Attacks have intensified in

2014, with Boko Haram currently being

blamed for at least 4,000 deaths in this

year alone.



In early June, extremist militants

succeeded in overrunning Mosul,

Iraq’s second largest city. Over half

a million citizens fled their homes to

escape violence, while militants seized

the airport, TV stations, and the governor’s office. The takeover called attention to the government’s instability

and how easily the militants were able

to effectively fight against Americantrained security forces. The extremist

group is part of the Islamic State in

Iraq and Syria (ISIS) whose mission

is to establish an Islamic state that

stretches across the region. The current belief is that when U.S. Troops left

the country, the extremist militants

previously under the leadership of al

Qaeda, went to Syria under new command and grew stronger before returning to Iraq. Some Republicans, such as

Conservative Glenn Beck, revoked previous assertions that the United States

was right to go to war with Iraq. 300

advisers have been deployed to assess

ISIS might, but their full role is yet to

be determined.



On May 23 Elliot Rodger, a 22 year

old man, went on a shooting rampage through Isla Vista, a community

close to the University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, killing 6 and injuring 7

before killing himself. He blamed his

actions on his hatred of women, detailing his plan for the shooting in a 137

page anti-women manifesto (for further speculation about this particular

shooting, read Sam’s piece on pg 9 ). In

the past decade or so, school shootings

have increased, causing endless speculation about the causes of this rapid

escalation. The debate tends to center

on gun control but has recently shifted

to mental health stability and the drugs

taken for those conditions.



PC News

Best wishes to two of our beloved

G25 Volunteers, Mary Maher and

Naseem Tarmohamed.



Vanuatu News



4) PM Changes



5) Germany legalizes Kava 6) Change in Money



The only man nominated for the

post, Joe Natuman was elected as

Prime Minister of Vanuatu on May

16th. He replaced Moana Carcasses,

who was Vanuatu’s first foreign born

Prime Minister. Carcasses had been

Prime Minister for little over a year

before he was removed from office

in a vote of no confidence. His capital investment immigration plan and

new road and airport developments

are cited as reasons for his removal,

though many speculate that his ethnicity- as a Polynesian from Tahiti- played

a role in the decision. The vote of no

confidence follows a trend of similar

votes in the past decade to remove



The

German

Federal

Administrative Court recently overturned its ban on kava. BfArM (The

Federal Institute for Drugs and

Medical Devices in Germany) followed

suit, making it legal for Vanuatu to

export kava to Germany. The ban on

kava-containing products was deemed

unlawful and unjustifiable, citing the

original doubts, studies, and concerns

about kava’s effects on the body as

inconclusive. The lifted ban is being

celebrated by the government and is

suspected to have a significant effect

on kava exports. In Poland and the

United Kingdom it remains a criminal

offense to sell, supply, or import any

medicinal product containing kava.



Vanuatu’s Prime Ministers.
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The Vanuatu Reserve Bank

recently introduced new plastic notes,

including the introduction of a 2000

note. The bank sites its efforts to

protect against counterfeit money as

the reason for the change. The new

money is causing confusion among

shop owners and bus drivers, who

keep giving out the wrong change to

bills. The Daily Post quoted a police

officer as having to buy a new wallet

because of the slipperiness of the notes

(#firstworldproblems?).
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F i t n e s s



Gettin’ Ripped

with Rich



For those of you who would like to

work out in the comforts of your own

home, without a gym, this article is for

you. I’m going to explain some of the

workout routines that I do in my house

and how to stay fit without purchasing

any weights (because let me tell you,

they’re expensive here, just ask David).

I’m going to be giving you different exercises you can do (demonstrations for the trickier ones provided

with some help from my four year old

host brother Loki), and then you can

build these into a routine based on

your preferences. I believe everyone

has strength inside them and as Yael

says: “how do you eat an elephant?

One bite at a time”. Everyone has to

start somewhere so go ahead and start

doing pushups on your knees and

before you know it you won’t even

need to anymore.

*Please always stretch before making

any sort of exercise or you could strain

something. Be sure to get your heart rate

up also. Get up and warm up by doing

some cardio (e.g. 50 jumping jacks).



Pushups

There are many different kinds of

pushups – of course the regular ones

we all know and love – try to do as

many as you can, and do 4 different

sets of them. Next time you work out

try to do at least one more, even if it’s

just that one more, it will add up eventually and you’ll be stronger than you

know in no time at all. (e.g. 10 pushups,

spell, 10 pushups, spell, etc… Next time

11 pushups, spell, 11 pushups spell

etc… Next time 12 pushups)

Claps – These are exactly what you

think they are. Go down in standard

pushup position and when your elbows

form a 90 degree angle explode and

push up as fast as you can and clap

your hands together. Toss just a few of



w. a little help

from Loki



Rich

Gornall

Extendee, Ambae

&gt; Pentecost &gt;

Santo



these into thing is keeping perfect form. If you

one of your reps (They are guaranteed can do 20 pushups in bad form and

only 10 in perfect form, take the perto wipe you out, fast!).

fect form every time. Any exercise in

Knuckles – Many people don’t like bad form is not helping at all and could

pushups because it hurts their wrists. even hurt you. Anyone can say they

Luckily, there is a way you can still do can do 100 pushups, but if they’re only

pushups by making a fist with both going down an inch, that’s not a real

your hands [1.1] so that all of your push up and that’s not real strength.

weight will be on your knuckles instead Always maintain perfect form!

of your palms, avoiding wrist tension.

Note: Make sure you do this on a padded

surface such as a folded towel. Be sure to Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook

put all of the weight on just the knuckles Want to get lean and have muscle?

of your index and middle finger as these The boxers got it right. Training for

are the biggest and strongest knuckles. boxing is one of the most strenuous

and rewarding types of exercises you

Pulse – These are one of my favor- can possibly do [2.1].

ite kinds of pushups that not many

But Rich, you say, I’m just a poor

people know about. Go down like a Peace Corps volunteer and I can’t

normal pushup and when your chest afford a bag or gloves or new underis closest to the ground, act as if your wear. Fear not! I will explain how I

body is coming up for a split second made a custom punching bag.

and then immediately go back down

Ask any ni-Van in your village or

and then up like normal.

school for empty 25kilo bag rice. Trust

Note: when going down and coming up,

me, someone will have it and be happy

it will look as if you’re barely moving at

to give it to you. The next part could be

all, really more like hovering for about a

difficult depending on where you are,

second or making a “pulse”.

but you will need some sand beach, so

Elevated Feet – Your body weight load that sucker up (about halfway, or

isn’t enough anymore? Want to add else it will be too heavy for you to lift

more stamina for your regular push- to tie up).

Next you’ll need some rope (ask

ups? Just as the name implies, you

need to elevate your feet [1.2], and you a ni-Van) and somewhere to hang it.

can use just about anything! Chair, Placement is vital, as you probably

bench, stump, dog, the options are don’t want every person in the world

pretty much limitless. Breathe in when watch you flail around a bag of rice.

you lower your chest to an inch off the This part you’ll definitely need help

floor and then breathe out and extend with, ask a friend to help you tie your

your arms bringing your body back to bag up to a tree [2.3]. You may have

to tie it twice to prevent the rope from

starting position.

When doing these pushups some sagging under the pressure. Voila, your

things to keep in mind are: Breathe very own custom punching bag, that

out as you push up, think of yourself as you didn’t have to pay 20,000 vatu at

raising yourself by attempting to push the chinese store for.

the ground away from you, all of your

Once your bag is up you can begin

power will come from the shoulders, punching away. Make sure to twist

arms and chest. The most important your hand when you punch and always
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glass jaw! Practice jabs (left right,

left left right, left right right, etc…)

uppercuts, and hooks (across).

What’s great about boxing training

is you don’t even NEED equipment.

Don’t want to set up a bag? Fine. Have

no jumping rope? No problem. It is still

great exercise to do 100 jabs (left, right,

left, etc…) and then 50 just left hand,

and then 50 just right hand to the air.

You’ll feel it in your arms in no time

and you won’t hurt your fists on a bag.

Whether you use the bag or not,

I can assure you it’s very difficult to

learn boxing through a VanAm article

so please feel free to come visit me on

Santo and learn more!

*Notes about the bag: Never ever ever

punch the bag without padding on your

fists. This is dangerous and you could

break bones. You will need to either wear

gloves (you can get in Vila/Santo) or you

can just wrap a calico or towel around

your fists.



What Goes Up...

Jumping is an incredible form of

aerobic activity which you can do

on your off days (I’ll get to that) and

between sets. It’s better than running,

promotes less stress on the joints, and

since you’ll be in your house no one

will ask who’s chasing you.

The easiest way is to just pretend

you’re holding a jump rope. Use a stopwatch and see how long you can go

and then the next time add a few more

seconds. Another, more exhausting

jump, is sort of like the clap pushups,

go down in a crouching position and

explode upward reaching as high as

you can with your fingertips. A couple

of these will wear you right out. If that’s

not enough for you try the burpee:



The Burpee

[3.1] Start in a crouching position

[3.2] Explode upward into a jump

[3.3] Crouch again, hands on floor

[3.4] Jump back into a plank

[3.5] Perform a Pushup

[3.6] Return to plank position

[3.1] hop to a crouching position

[3.1 - 3.6] Repeat until worn out



Things to remember:

Trying to target body fat? There is

no such thing as targeting body fat, I

know infomercials will tell you otherwise but trust me, you need to do an

entire body workout to get what you’re

really looking for, no shortcuts.

Have an “off” day. This means never

work the same muscle group day after

day. If you do arms on Monday, then

don’t do them again until Wednesday.

Your muscles need time to rebuild

because you tore them all up doing

these great exercises. Protein is highly

encouraged after working out and peanut butter has loads of it (but also lots

of fat so beware!) On the off day you

can always do legs (lunges/squats) or

go on a hike, or start a bike gang that

could only hope to rival Santo’s.

Exercise should not be a fad, it’s a

lifestyle choice. It’s not something your

ADD can get excited about one day

and then give up the next. You must

commit to it. The hardest part about

staying fit is to keep it going. I know on

the island it can be very easy to say “Oh

I’ll do it tomorrow” or “I don’t have any

energy because all I ate was rice today”

(have some peanut butter). In fact,

why don’t you put this down and drop

and give me 20? Then text me, because

it would make me glad to know someone’s reading this.



Science has proven that listening

to music while working out increases

energy output by 15%. Well I’m science

and I’m telling you to increase output

by at least 50% listen to these tunes:



Clique

Kanye West, Big

Sean &amp; Jay-Z



Diamonds (Remix)

Ft. Kanye West

Rihanna



DTM Awards

A$AP Ferg



Watching Movies

Mac Miller



Feds Watchin

2 Chainz



HYFR ft. Lil Wayne

Drake



Top Black

T.I.



In Da Club

50 Cent



The Motto

Drake



Goldie

A$AP Rocky



H
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Wagon Wheel’s

Global Reach



Jennifer

Nadler

EL, Aneityum



I got to my village yesterday and power Wagon Wheel has though, I

just settled in for most of the day, but still never thought it would make it to

this morning I awoke to an interest- Aneityum.

The pikinini kept singing Wagon

ing surprise. My house is on the primary school grounds so it has kids at Wheel and since I was already up I

all hours of the day. As most of you snuck out of my house with my speaker

education volunteers know this is a and iPod. I crept up to the window and

great sign because usually it means began playing Wagon Wheel. The kids

the headmaster has succeeded in mak- came running to the window where

ing the school a safe place for children. I was at like magnets being pulled in

My headmaster specifically told me he by the power of the twang Old Crow

wants the students to feel ownership Medicine Show puts out.

Usually you

and pride over not

see Wagon Wheel

only their educab eing sung by

tion, but also of

a huge group of

their school.

drunk people at

Back to the

the top of their

surprise; As I lay

loans, but seeing

in bed I was sudeight and nine

denly woken up

year olds with

to a chorus of

bright blonde hair

children beating

and dark skin sing

a familiar tune on

it was way more

the desks. It was

“Wagon

Wheel”

adorable.

six in the morning

I told them in

and I thought in Old Crow Medicine Show

the next few weeks

my tired state they

must not be about to sing what I think I would teach them more parts to the

they are. And yet just as I thought that song, mostly for my own sanity of not

I heard those familiar words “rock me hearing the same line over and over.

mama like a wagon wheel”. This being I made a mental note that although

my first morning in my village since I would teach them some words, I

wokabot I had a few moments of ‘wait would not be teaching their implied

where the hell am I?’ I looked around meanings.

Later, my headmaster’s wife passed

my room and realized ‘yes I am on the

southernmost island in Vanuatu, and by and the mystery of how Wagon

yes those little kids are singing Wagon Wheel made it here was solved. She

told me her husband had played the

Wheel’.

I feel like anyone who went to song for the children last week during

college in the past five years knows the ‘music’ portion of the school day.

They love country music here so I

the power of Wagon Wheel by Old

Crow Medicine Show (originally writ- think I will use songs as an opportunity

ten by Bob Dylan). When I was at the for my students to learn. Also I have

University of Missouri it pervaded all a goal of producing a video at some

social groups and could be found at point during my service that becomes

almost any party, from hipster to frat. a YouTube sensation and I am thinking

Don’t even get me started about the if the world saw my adorable students

Darius Rucker version! With all the they would like them as much as I do.



“Rock me mama

like the wind

and the rain.

Rock me mama

like a southbound train.”



Aneityum is Vanuatu’s southern-most undisputed island,

but even it has not escaped the

global reach of “Wagon Wheel.”
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